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The cuteness of bunnies meets the wisdom of Buddhism in this
irresistible, inspirational guide, predicated on a popular Twitter feed
of the same name. Whether you're a lover of pretty bunnies or a devotee
of the comforting wisdom of Buddhist thought (or both), this delightful
and deceptively simple publication will offer insights, surprises, and
joy. Based on a popular Twitter feed these heartfelt observations have
got attracted a loyal pursuing.The wise bunny hops even though the way
is unclear.With 500 inspiring entries and 40 adorable illustrations, the
reserve will be a gift, a touchstone, and a gentle information to
hopping along the wise path of life.Basic things can be remarkable to
the bunny who chooses to see them.The wise bunny knows the carrot won't
hop to him.One have to hop carefully, for each hop has the potential to
cause pain.A bunny who's happy and peaceful brings pleasure wherever he
hops.What the bunny mind dwells on, the bunny becomes.
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So much kindhearted fun! They react to my demeanor and my activities.
Good hearted bunnies Could be Christian right from the church fathers.
It sounds therefore silly, but it surely works and it'll give you a
chuckle. I've learned so very much from dealing with my own house
rabbits, and from rescued rabbits We fostered. In other words, this book
is just a whole lot of fun. Hopping on I love this book and read it in
my phone frequently. Sweet. This is an excellent little book. Each web
page has its "Bunny Buddhism" estimate and the entirety of the reserve
is flat out adorable.This is simply not a complete, in-depth look at
Buddhism, but rather a fun little way to help you understand some
typically common concepts of Buddhism in the form of bunny happiness.
They don't really debate the righteousness of my placement.Overall, it's
an excellent little pick-me-up that I've thoroughly enjoyed. Adorable!
Surprisingly smart! Got for my sister, but are certain to get one for
myself as well now! :D Filled with such sweet and surprisingly wise
adages and items of wisdom!This lighthearted book, illustrated simply
with charming line drawings of wise bunnies, is child-friendly. The text
replaces tips of mindfulness, presence, enlightenment, emptiness, and
pleasure (to mention a few) with one particular word: bunniness...gentle
wisdom delivered in the light of the heart not the mind. Sweet.
Generally with me. This is a fantastic little book This is a fantastic
little book. You can just flip to a random page anytime for mindfulness
reminders. (Ex: A bunny hopping in circles will continue to hop in
circles until she adjustments path. I keep a duplicate on my kindle and
also have purchased at least 4 times as presents. I find that reading
"bunniness" instead of some of the aforementioned, somewhat heavy
conditions creates a lightheartedness that leaves me open and receptive
to whatever adage is being presented. Bunny Buddhism works for me! I
feel a quiet smile pass on over my face each and every time I web page
through this playful reserve. Doesn't matter if you're Buddhist or not
really, the cute little quotations are for people from all beliefs and
backgrounds. I receive their trust and share their lives. If I am
sincere, warm and reliable; Five Stars Great reserve, bought as a gift
and arrived ahead of estimated delivery time Good read Good read love
the quotations they are wary and distant. I acquired this for my (adult)
daughter for Xmas, and she just loved it!Right now, Bunny Buddhism takes
that a step further: attaining Bunniness. Nuggets of Buddhist philosophy
morphed in to the symbol system of bunnies creates important insight
which is instantly understandable and useable. With this insight, I make
even more informed (better) options in my life. I purchased it for my
sister because we are both recovering from an abusive childhood that
still left us extremely stressed and she LOVES bunnies, but I think I
might even purchase one for myself now even though I am more of a bird
lover because the quotations are so darn pretty and also really quite
effectively useful. Thank you! Enlightening! I have provided the Kindle
edition via email as gifts, which is constantly a big strike! It will

always be with me for amount of time in waiting areas or idle moments.
An excellent gift.Might you attain Bunniness. Inspiration in the form of
cute! I purchased this book to ease and comfort a pal, then bought it
simply for me. Endearing drawings, and winsome aphorisms. I highly
recommend Bunny Buddhism for yourself as well as for gift-giving. and
she just loved it! Applying these lessons to my human relationships has
produced me a happier person with better interpersonal skills. Rabbits
aren't distracted by words. Cute small book that offers plenty of
wonderful insight. I love reading a bunny buddhist thought each morning
to start my day. I've actually been sharing each entry with my son and
he's really taking pleasure in it. The bunny wisdom is effective for
children as they grow and struggle with life's challenges. It definitely
brings some cheer and the sillies, and it looks like the writer had so
much fun making it.)I keep carefully the Kindle edition loaded in my
smartphone. If I rule by force and punishments rather than encouragement
and rewards, or act inconsistently;
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